
Wolf Multi-Mode Tumblebox
Fastest Valve Response Available !

Performance, Value and Safety - Only the Wolf Multi-Mode Tumblebox from Africa Tuff combines
all 3 in 1 product.
 
A signifi cant departure from the way other multi-mode systems work, Africa Tuff supplies a system that
addresses the shortcomings of cartridge style systems. 2 independent valves drive the Wolf System, with
one valve controling dump water and a 2nd valve controlling UHP water. 
 
What makes the Wolf Multi-Mode better? 
 
1 Dedicated Valves - Using dual valves allows the Wolf Tumblebox to operate much more quickly and eff
eciently than standard cartridge valves. No more washout or water cutting cartridges. 
 
2 Faster Signal Time - Get further away from your tumblebox during operation. Up to 50 feet per
accessory while maintaining less than 1 second shutoff times. 
 
3. Less Expensive Rebuilds - Quickly and easily repair your Wolf Tumblebox for a fraction of the cost of
cartridge systems. With longer parts life and less expensive rebuilds, the Wolf Multi-Mode Tumblebox is
the most eff ecient and economical choice in the industry.

Get further with less pressure spikes and better performance.



Quality and Performance Seperate Us From the Competition.

Designed in a powder-coated billet aluminum frame, the Wolf Multi-Mode Tumblebox uses the highest
quality components to deliver a reliable, profitable product. We utilize the best series Norgren air
components to protect your air-rotational tools. All fittings and connectors are made of high-quality
stainless steel and many are industry-standard dimensions for emergency repairs
 
Our modified cutting valve is the heart of what makes this system better. As an air assist valve, it uses a
combination of air and water pressure to open and close the valve. The velocity of UHP water in the
subsystem will close our valve in as little as 800 milliseconds at 15 feet. This type of performance
increases operator safety when the air tool is deactivated, instantly shutting off UHP Water
 
Highly reliable, easy to operate, easy to repair and inexpensive to repair. These are the characteristics of
equipment that can take your company to the next level. Africa Tuff has the solutions your company needs
to take your operation to the next level. Speak with one of our salesmen to learn about applications where
the Wolf-Multi-mode can save you money, as well provide a faster return on investment than the
competition.


